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.Repeal of tax credit
may ·fundeducation
according to Andrus
by Perry Waddeli

creates technological improvements,
expansion
and jobs.
Sen. Skip
Smyser (R-Parma) said repeal is the
Gov. Cecil Andrus announced in
"most negative signal we could send '
his budget .that he would like to
to the business community ••, He said
follow the federal government's lead
the current House bill aimed at ITC
and repeal the Investment Thx Credit,
repeal is "dead on arrival in the
using the money to fund education.
Senate."
Senate President Pro 'IemporeJim
Rep.
Dorothy
Reynolds
(RRisch (R-Boise) announced
that a. Caldwell) said, "It is very difficult for
vote in the Republican caucus showme to support repeal of the ITC."
ed enough support to block repeal.
Farmers in Canyon County are havThe ITC is a tax credit designed to
ing a hard time getting money from
encourage businesses to reinvest.probanks and can benefit from the
fits into their companies or farms. It credit, she said.
allows companies' to take profits,
.. Reynolds said she would prefer a
which otherwise would be taxed, and
cap on the amount of credit a single
make improvements.
Recent tax
business could get from the lTC, at
changes have eliminated the credit at
around $100,000, which would help
the federal level.
small farmers while still generating
Rep. Harold Reid (D-Craigmont)
revenue. "Hopefully,'
we can find
said he has never favored the credi t $14.5 million to replace the lTC,"
on the state level, and, with the new
Reynolds said.
federal tax code, businesses taking
According to Sen; Karl Brooks (Dadvantage of the credit will be savBoise), "The ITC money is the hinge
ing only $2 out of every $3.
on which the education
budget
. Andrus recently said he is open to
turns." Brooks said money could be
other revenue-generating
ideas and
found somewhere else, but the most
the ITC repeal is not the only choice.
appropriate source is the repeal of the
Even so, the Boise and Thin Falls
lTC.
Chambers of Commerce have made
"Companies
said they are wiliing
statements in favor of repeal, along
to pay the price for higher education
with such companies
as .Boise
improvement,"
Brooks said.
Cascade Corp., Hewlett-Packard and
Rep.
Steve
Herndon
(0Albertsons, Inc. Lt. Governor Butch. Sandpoint) said he believes .higher
Otter has said publicly thathe isin
education will receiveclosefo-the
favor of'.the lTC's repeal as well.
figure in th\lgovernoc's'
budget
A legislator who supports
the
regardless of the lTC, and Smyser
repeal, Rep. Tim Tucker (D-Porthill),
said "higher education will have the
said that, currently, few companies
biggest budget in the state's history. "
benefit from the ITC. If it is repealReid disagreed; noting that once
ed, the money can go to funding
$14.5 million is taken out of the
education and crucial research arid
budget, properly funding education
development
.programs
that will
becomes difficult. "The ITC repeal
benefit many companies, he said.
is very, very important,"
Reid said.
Opponents
of the repeal said it
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,Cupid in diapers?:

John Sowell I Un/rerslty News

The'Balloon
Boutique's Chad Henry made a Valentlne's vlslt to Chaffee Hall. Unfortunately,
or fortunately.
the woman was not home.

Questions arise over special events parking fund
by Randy ,StolZ

minister the fund, but the authorizaministering the parking control (protion and propriety of that hiring are
gram)," Hetherington said. "It could
now being questioned.
Of the
have fallen between either ASB,
Poor communication
and the lack
$529,88 spent from the fund thus far, RHA, the RD's (directors of the
of a concrete policy apparently were
$200 was paid to Dreher as a salary
residence halls)-you
know, it.could
responsible for confusion between
for administrative services, according . have gone anywhere.
ASBSU and Residence Hall Associatoa Feb, 9 ASBSU account sum"Sherri and I sat down and I talktion officials about their respective
mary.
ed to her as president of RHA"and
roles in the administration
of a
RHA
Secretary-Treasurer
and
I asked that it be done through RHA.
$3,000 special events parking fund,
former ASBSU Sen. Vicky Keeth
It seemed like the most logical one;
sources said.
'
said she was. under pressure from
ASB was too diffuse,
kind of
The fund was established
from
residents and SRL to activate a prodislocated from the housing situa-:
$500 contributions
from Student
gram to protect resident parking
tion, and those were the people that
Residential Life, ASBSU, the Bronfrom encroachment
by community
had something
at stake-namely
co Athletic Association, the Pavilion,
patrons during special events at the
their parking spots."
the Morrison Center, and Dr. Asa
Morrison Center and the Pavilion.
"Sherri's response was fine, they
Ruyle, vice president for financial
Acting as a senatorKeeth "talked
were willing to do it, and Vicky Keeth
affairs.
to Linda Phillips (ASBSU Personnel
started working, at least as I under'Last November, RHA Vice PresiSelection
Director)
and Brenda
stand, for RHA," Hetherington said.
dent Karen Dreher was hired to adChiles (former ASBSU Treasurer
Smith does not remember it that
who graduated in December). And
way, she said. "When we were talkthey both said that's fine, hire Karen,
ing about it, I just remember talking
er(sic),appoint
her to a temporary
about the contributors
to the fund
position,"
Keeth said.
and student concern about the probTo 'Th~Point .. ~~.;.~;,.;;.;;.i;
2·
Keeth was described as a good
lem. I don't recall ever talking about
··Campus.·News
,••.~;; r
3. 5
friend of Dreher by. RHA Adviser
who would administer it, but since it
.' Opinion
m
;~ .. ;.;
.,.;.U'4.
and Morrison Hall Resident Direcwas an ASBSU account, ASBSU
Out.' &About.L~;;;
;
;ccitter
tor Susan Adams .
would administer it," she said.
.l'eatill'es ••; :
; ,••:.; ,.8,..9.
ASBSU President John Hether"Vicky told me that she was doSpIJrts •.,...; ; ;, ; ;
;: lO "
ington and his executive assistant,
ing it as a senator which led me to
Jusl For Flln.;••.•••;. ;
;.11
Steve Hippler, said that Keeth, as a
believe that her appointee woukl have
··CJaSsifieds ..:•••; ;uo
12 '.
'senator, was' not authorized to adto be approved by the senate, and
minister an executive program .. "Even
that never happened,"
Adams said ..
with (presidential approval) it would
Smith said "the idea of Karen (bebe tenuous at best that she could
ing approved by the senate) was never
(hire Dreher),'" Hippler said.
brought up before the full senate, and
Hetherington
said he had been
I guess it never crossed iny: mind to
under the impression that Keeth was
have her approved by the senilte. "
workingasanRHA
officer. "Atthe
"She (Keeth) may have had the
very beginning we,(Hetherington and
authority
to do it (hire Dreher)
Sherri Smith, .RHA president'. and
through RlfA, but as far as ASBSU
former ASBSU . senator) . sat down
(was concerned),. it was approved
and discussed' who would be ad(o~) inasmuch as the president and
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the treasurer had to sign the requisi~ion. So it was tacit but not expressed." Hippler said.
"When
I first
received·
the
bill ... we called, I think Vlckyand
asked her what the $100 (Dreher's
monthly salary) was for. She saidit
was for the coordination
of events
and manpower. So Brian Ancel (the
current treasurer) and I said fine,"
Hetherington
said.
Hiring
attendants
and
administrators
"was left up to the
discretion of RHA. We asked them
to pretty much handle the whole
situation. We just asked them to run
requisitions
through this office so
that we could keep track of how they
were spending money," Hetherington
said.
Keethsaid that she was acting as
a senator and that the Student Liv'ingCommittee,
which she chaired,
had worked on the resident parking
.sltuation. She said because of the
'high turnover rate in the ASBSU
Senate this year, she was unable to recount all the people who had served
on the committee at some point.
"I talked to the personnel selection
chairman and she said that we didn't
have to advertise that position or do
interviews. It was only a temporary
position and we had no' rules or
regulations.
We had no position,"
Keeth said.
"I'm sure John (Hetherington) was
talked to, but I don't know. lpersonally didn't, talk. to him at the
time,"she
said.
Phillips said she met with Keeth to
discuss hiring someone to administer
the fund. They talked in' general

terms, Phillips said. They "didn't talk
about Karen being the one. "
Phillips said she did not know who
had authorized Keeth to hire Dreher,
and said she had not talked to any
. other senators or to Hetherington.
"She (Keeth) talked to me. I didn't
know what was going on. She's the
only person I' talked to about' it, "
Phillips said.
"Since John didn't ask me to do
it (advertise and interview), it wasn't
my responsibility
to do it, and I
didn't realize it was an ASBSU position. I just thought it was a dorm
position,"
she said.
Chiles said Keeth "approached me
saying John (Hetherington)
had
given her. the authority to handle the
. parking fund, .and she told me she
had hired Karen Dreher."
Chiles said she had 'not doublechecked with Hetherington
or any
other ASBSU
officials.
"That's
something you don't think about at
the time. I was told that she and John
, had an agreement and i presumed
that she was doing it as a senator,"
Chiles said.
'.
Adams attributed
much of the
confusion
surrounding
the special
events parking fund to Smith's and
Keeth's dual roles as senators and
RHA officers.
.
"I think that Vicky was able to do
that-because
she was a senator and
because she was in RHA, because
onesidp. thought she was doing it as
a senator and the other thought she
was doing it as RHA and she never
bothered to clarify ho~ the program

See Parking, page 12.
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For your
.
ttl to r:in a tion:
Interviews-for special
agent positions in the criminal investigation division of the Internal
Revenue Service will be conducted on
campus in March.
Interested
seniors who will be
available.for employment within nine
months should sign a list with the
Career Planning and Placement Officeby Feb. 20.
.
Employment
will be in Alaska,
California, .Hawaii, Idaho, Oregon
and Washington.
Special requirements are: 1) hired
prior to age 35, 2) ability to pass a
physical exam, 3) vision uncorrected
distant 20/40 in one eye and 20/100
in the other eye or corrected by
surgery or lenses of 20120 one eye
and 20/30 in the other eye, 4) fifteen
credit hours in accounting plus nine
business or law-related courses.
Sophomores and juniors are also
encouraged to schedule an information interview, keeping in mind the
special requirements.

Scott

Renfro

will

speak about day-to-day
living in
Nicaragua at a brown bag luncheon
Feb. 18 in the SUB Ada Lounge at
noon.

TrusJoist

board

. Renfro is touring
the United
On Feb. 18at3 p.m., Boiseraptor
' .•States in an effort to raise funds for . specialist Morley Nelson will conduct
member ROy Ash, one of the nation's
'the clean Water supply of a small
an animaltrainirig demonstration at
leading businessmen and a member
village' in Nicaragua.
The. $10,000
his home at 73 East Way. Nelson and
of two U.S. presidential administraproject, sponsored by Puente de Paz his crew will have on hand two eagles,
tions, wilJ visit Boise Feb. 16 and 17 .
(Bridge of Peace), will benefit 3,500
Swalnson's hawk, an American
and speak at BSU. His visit is part
eli/Senator
war refugees m Waslala. Rerifro will' kestrel and.' Adak, . his German
of the' BSU. College of Business'
return-to Nicaragua in March.
shepherd.
Distinguished Speaker Series.
J~;;~~9';'/':~!iclSq~neeS .
The public is invited to attend the
On Feb. 27, the media is invited to
At 2 p.m, on Feb. 17, he Will deliver
speech, which will be accompanied
film and photograph the morning
"The President of the United States
;~iiaili'[''...' Yadeii~t!f:'rs
by a slide show.
animal training and care workshop
as .. CEO: Issues in Running
the
for schoolchildren,
being held at
Largest Conglomerate
in the Free
.~St!r~eside~
BSU's Hemingway
Center. From
World"
in the' Simplot/Micron
~~~M~~~e:n:at~p~~~~.\th~···ap.
Spring Break Theater Study Thur has
9:30-11
a.m., Campus
School
Technology Center.
been increased, and six more seats are
students will be in attendance
as
At 3 p.m. he will meet with ap,j~9i~~tl'I~nt~',~~al'!~mouslyalid
.
:yrce;'R~~;,,~qf.,diit~.Luke
swore
now available.
Morley Nelson and Nina Shipman,
proximately 50 faculty and graduate
<
•.....
BSU faculty, staff and students
Nell Shipman's
l!.g~1!ignmd:.
_ studentsjo present "The Federal
will be "given first chance at the
,.areiri
the
daughter, present "Making
Lassie
Deficit: Causes and Cures," also at
premium rate of $552, including air!~~rkS~tlie)imsjcdePartmerit
is .
Bark and Trigger 1tot: The Training
the center.
fare, lodging and two BSU credits.
and Treatment of Animals."
For more information,
contact
:~,~k,i~gf()ra~Jfetl
illqrease. 'rhey
Anyone interested in this spring
With eagles, hawks (one wounded
,BSU's College of Business, 385-1125.
:~ri:,!U~i~!,OIi.tl)~.II1()n~in·order
break study program may reserve one
by a BB gun) and Adak on hand,
J?'supP01'ttb~:mlll'Ching
.band <:
of the remaining spots by calling
of word pro.:: oJn (}tlt~r.lii:t~m;ssi '..the; senate
Nelson and Shipman will spend the
BSU Continuing
Education
at
cessing equipment has been made to
passed t \VCIbiUs:allocating money
first half hour focusing on respect for
385-3293.
the BSU School
of Vocational
totheJudo9~b
alld ihePolitical
animals and the environment. From
Technical Education
by Morrison10-10:30 a.m., they will share stories
'SCience J\ss?CiatioJi.:,'
',.
Knudsen Co .• Inc.
·Tlie.J\1do'Chl~·;wiJI
be. granted
about working with animals in films,
media to two upcoming demonstra$500fl'om. unallocated funds, so
The Micom, Xerox and IBM
concluding with demonstrationsustions and workshops on training and
equipment, valued at about $34,000,
ing the eagles and Adak. The last
the.Ycin.senttwo
Itieillhers to the
rehabilitating
wild animals.
The
~I'la.ti()nal Goll~giate' Championwill be used in a number of Vo-Iech
half hour will be the showing of the
events are part of the Nell Shipman
according
to Larry
Nell Shipman silent film, A Bear, a programs,
ishill ... · "'":"
.. '
festival, a three-month long series of
Boy and a Dog.
Selland, dean of the school.
The PolitkalScienceAssociaactivities which pay tribute to cinema
tion:\ViU receive $300 to publish a'
pioneers. The central focus is the
journat,
:.....
.
publication of "The Silent Screen &
" }>resident Hetheringtonvetoed
Chaffee lion'
02.04,87/10:00 a.m.
Stolen blcycte report
My Talking
Heart,"
the autoChorree lI.n
Burglary report
02-06-87/11:05 p.m,
a bill Which wpuldhave amended
biography of film star and director
Boise river/Bronco Ln.
Recovered stolen properly
02-07-87/2:00 p.m,
theconstitutloll
for,thc.MlIsters of
Liberal Arts Bldg.
02-10-87/7:35 p.m,
Burglary report
Nell Shipman.
Business A.dministmtlonClub.
He
~"plainedthat
thesenllt<; .does not
have the power tOlllllend
club's
constitution..;'
..···
.. 'An attempt
overridethe veto·
Tailed2-7·2,
'.. . ,.. '
The. amendments
would have
..
madeM.llJ>.a:full~timeclub
enabling it to receive matching funds
fr<)"\ASBS.U.Since
it is' only a
pan-,timeo:rganimtion,
ASBSU
cannottpatchthe
$250 the club
#~'_~a.iseq~,{;'-'".·,;;~:'~'"10,':'.';":;/:"
Student artist needed

wt:,Je(f.Si6~;

a

~~il~.i!lit~K;'M:U~~iln
..·a1Jd
rPQi~~~.?;.

The New' York City

;t~e;itewsenalo

i;;,,,Mor~J~.Jit9

.

A donation

BSU is inviting area

'll~H

Boise State University
Continuing Education

Travel and Earn Credits
Spring Break-March

a

to

Artist Wanted

21·28

Seatt\e, Vic\oria,B.C.;:....$499
May20·June

by ASBSU
to produce promotional materials
for student events.

12

European Finance-$2200

!UNIVERSITY

NEWS

would like
to announce
THE WINNER

July 19·August 2

Great Experience
& Exposure
II Paid Position

Soviet Union-$2798

\I

July 13·31

Mexican Culture-$1325

Info'rmation:

Michael
Smith

will be enjoying lobster
with his Valentine
courtesy of Murphy's
Oyster Bar and Grill

June 18·July 17

Morelia SummerStud'y$895

of the Valentine's
Essay Contest

-

Apply at.ASBSU Office
2nd floor, SUB

BSU Library Bldg. Room 247'
385·3295

by, March 2

BSU PanhellenicCouncil
Presents

Wednesday, February 25
7:30 to 9:30' p~m.
SUB Lookout Room
Admission $1.00

GUADALAJARA
SUMMER
SCHOOL
University of Arizona
otters more than 40
courses: anthropology,
art, art history, bilingual education,
folk
music and folk dance,
history,journalism, political science, Spanish
language and literature
and intensive Spanish.
Six~week
session.
June 29-AuglJst 7,1987.
Fully accredited program. Tuition
$480.
Room and board in
Mexican home $520.
EEO/AA

Write
Guadalajara
Summer School
Education8ldg.,

Room 434

University of Arizona
..Tucson.AZ 85721
(602)6214729 or
. 6214720
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AryartNatior'lsJust 'ordinary people'
by Nancy Reid
The University News

He said most people he talked to were
recruited "by virtue of their memberships in families, work groups, churOrdinary people join political ex-: ches,
friendships.
or
love
tremist organizations such as the relationships ...
Aryan Nations for the same reasons
Abo said people pay attention to
'they join non-political social groups. significant people in their lives, and
according to an ISU sociologist.
many of the extremists he studied
James Aho, an ISU sociology pro- were drawn into the groups in this
fessor. who wrote "The Politics of manner: "First the individual's attenRighteousness; Idaho Christian
tion is aroused about the movement.
Patriots," spoke Feb. 12 in the SUB. Then they reward the individual for
Abo said he only met two Neo- ' responding to the group," he said.
Nazis during his research; but most
Christian Patriots first try to buildof the 500 people he interviewed
a rapport or friendship with a potened themselves Christian Patriots.
tial recruit, according to Aho. "First
There are two types of Christian
therelationship, then the doctrine.
Patriots. according to Aho, and both
These people are so nice. It would be
believe they are fighting' against a easy to get.involvedwith them and
satanic conspiracy.
forget about what they advocate.
Approximately one-third of the That comes later."
people interviewed are Christian
As an example of this technique,
Constitutionalists. and are fighting
Aho cited Robert Matthews. an
an abstract conspiratorial party for
Aryan Nations founder, who was
which they have coined names such
killed- in 1984 in a shootout with
as Insiders, Forces X and the Hidden
police on Whitby Island. Wash.
Hand.
"Matthews' associates, now in
The remaining two-thirds of those
prison. told me they got into it
studied identify themselves as Iden(Aryan Nations) because they
tity Christians. One sect of Identity
thought Robert Matthews was a good
Christians believe Judaism is the
man," said. "It was a friendship.
enemy. A second sect, the Racialist
They thought his ideology was
Identity Christians, follow the doccrazy."
trine that some Jews are a specific
"Brute forces push and pull inrace apart from their religious beliefs. dividuals to join. I could have join-,
and are descended from Cain.
ed, had I been in one particular place
Aho's research supports the theory
or another. At another age, I could
that people join Christian. Patriot
have joined. These people are orgroups for exactly the same reasons
dinary people like you and me,.. Aho
people join any other type of group.
said.

can-

John Sowell I Unlrerslty

News

ISU Sociologist Dr. James Aho.

Lack of organization hurt program
'by Randy Stolz
The University News
Not only has the relationship bet'weenASBSlJ and the Residence Hall
Association regarding special' events
parking control been confused due to
poor communication, but RHA Vice
President Karen Dreher's administration of the parking fund has also
been plagued by miscommunication
and disorganization, sources said.
"J guess the attitude (Dreher projeered) wasjust real casual for what
the job was really about," Regina
Echevarria- a Driscoll Hall resident
who worked during severalevents/or
Dreher and now works as a parking
attendant for the Pavilion, said.
.
"There
was no structured'
organization," Echevarria said, her
sentiments were .echoed by other
former parking attendants and resi-,
-dent advisers.
'Anne Duferrena from Driscoll
Hall, who said she had worked five
or six nights as a last-minute fill-in
parking attendant during. Camelot,
said, "I didn't deal with her (Dreher)
much but it seemed real unorganized, and later on I decided not to do
it anymore because I was never told
beforehand when I was supposed to
work."
Towers Resident Director Mike
Hamende said he felt special events
parking control has been administered "rather poorly; (judging)
from the people I've talked to who
haven't been told anything about
what they're supposed to be doing except when to be there,"
"I think rhar in order to have an
efficient program there needed to be
a session on how to do parking: what
kind of situations will arise that we
. need to deal with, what kind of items
do we,' use (such as) jackets,
flashlights, ropes," Echevarria sald:
There was "no training or instruction," she said. "She (Dreher) said'
we need parkers, this is' where we
need you to go and do it. Just do the
job;" Echevarria said.
'.,
"The trailling that I gave them was
taking them out there and showing
them the areas that people could not
park (in) because they did not have
the adequate insignia (to) park there,
telling. them. to be courteous telling.
people they couldn't park there if
they didn't have the little sticker, and,
if they didn't have it, telling them that
they would be towed if they parked

Bill would allow
student to serve
on .State Board'
by Kathleen Cressler
The University News
A bill which would put a nonvoting student on the State Board
of Education will be introduced
in committee next week. This bill
would allow a student to give actual details of problems or questions on a consistent basis.
Executive Assistant to the
ASBSU President Steve Hippler
said he thinks it is a good idea
because "Students have been ignored in the past."
"
Assistant Lobbyist Glen Scott'
said students have been "left ou t
of the process."
Scott said the bill asks for a
non-voting member because a bill
with a voting member clause failed to pass last year, and the vote
would not necessarily make a difference. What does remain, he
said, is the consistency of voice
from the student to the SBOE.
Scott said board members may
feel the bill is a bad idea because
they have a "lack of regard to the
students" and they may feel that
only traditional students would
apply for the position.
If the bill passed, each college
or university would nominate
students and the governor will
make the final appointment. If
the Idaho State Senate approved
the appointment, the student
would serve on the board for a
two-year term. With a two-year
term, students from junior colleges may serve. The student on
the board will represent all colleges and universities in Idaho.

there. And then. if people persisted
cones on them, that would be suffi- tion. Huizinga now works for the
in parking there, they would be cient, " she said.
,- Pavilion's parking control.
towed-just to call up security and
Dreher also has been accused of
"She (Echevarria) said that she
have that person towed. But that in- being unconcerned about keeping hadn't gotten paid for something that
dividual would be told nicely,"
records and seeing that parking at- happened in early December. They're
Dreher said.
tendants get paid. "We were all paid
to tum their (timecards) in by the
Hippler said he feels there is a
Echevarria said that she was near- for our November parking, but I stilI 28th of each month. Well, the 28th
50-50 chance of passing this hill,
Iy assaulted during, the David Lee have not been paid for my December of December nobody was here,"
but added, "This kind of biU
I 'Roth
concert last December by a services," despite checking back with Dreher said.
tends to take four or five years to
group of young men. Her female
Dreher a number of times, Echevar- ' ,"She gave it to Vicky (Keeth) in
pass." If the bill passes, any full- .
partner was on the other side of the ria said.
something like the third week of
time student will be able to apply
Chaffee parking lot, and she said if
Huizinga was one of at least three January, and I felt it wasn't worth
for the position::.
her boyfriend (who was not being people Dreher had collecting time just taking those two times over, so
The bill will be introduced this
paid to work as .an attendant that
cards at various times. Huizinga also I waited to take it all over the next
session by Rep. Brent Brocksome,
night) had not rescued her, she feels organized parking attendants for _ time I turned in times," she said.
who was not available for comshe could have been attacked.
several performances of Camelot.
Dreher said that Echevarria should
ment at press time.
"I was over there just after it had
She said she gave up out of frustra- be paid in the next pay period.
happened. Her boyfriend was with
her; he wasn't on my payroll. She's
the only one that's ever given us any
problem, and I'm not saying she's ly'ing, but I'm saying she may be
stretching the 'truth .somewhat,"
by Steve F. LYon
same students, Curtis said.
vice, serving 3,290 people per day in
Dreher said.
,
Tile University News
its total food service output.
SAGA has tried not to increase its
'And I tell them that they're realprices because of the general state of
The university runs its own food
Iy close to a dorm. If anything hapFood service is part of life for Idaho's economy, Curtis said.
service because the school's adpens you can just run in there. There's many college students residing on
The school and SAGA have work- ministration does not think it could
.adequate lighting in all the'areas that Idaho campuses, with a variety of .ed to pick up adjunct businesses, get a better deal anywhere else, Dr. they work," she said, "... and her groups competing for the college such as the Riverview Deli and conTerry Armstrong, executive assistant
boyfriend was right there with her." student's food dollars, both on- and cessions in the Pavilion, broadening
to the U of 1 president, said. "We've
Echevarria responded to the ac- off-campus.
the market share, so prices would not, put out for bids on the SUB snackbar
cusation that she stretched the truth
. Among Idaho schools, BSU, ISU have to 'be increased, Curtis said.
to places like McDonalds, Wendy's
by saying, "All you need to do is ask and LeSC are under contract with
and Burger King; we'vealways found
"You can tell when you start pricmy boyfriend and my co-workers." SAGA for food service. C of I has ing stuff too high," he said. There
we can get a better deal doing it
Severalattendants said Dreher had Northwest Foods. U of I handles its is a threshold of how much can be ourselves,", he said. '
not told them about equipment, such own food service. '
Across the border at Washington
charged for food, and a lot of
as vests and ropes, that was available.
As part of the residence hall con- analysis is done on what people will State University in Pullman, which
"She.did give us flashlights, butthat tracts at BSU, students are required pay, he said.
runs its own food service, students
was all," Echevarria said. "We never to pay for meals at SAGA's Board
SAGA makes money at BSU, Cur- eat any time they want, any amount
had vests," she said.
Dining Room, which serves over 725 tis said; "I can't tell you what our
they want and as often as they want. '
"She (Dreher) never elected to tell students per day upstairs in the SUB. bottom line is. We stay within a proPullman's minimum room and
people that they (vests and ropes)' About 15 students living off-campus
fit limit. We take a fair profit out of board charge is $2,400, andstudents
were available. She didn't tell Regina use the food service. For a three- here, but we give good chunk back
may add as much as they wish for
and she didn't tell Monte (Betts)," meal-a-day plan, students. pay ap- to the school."
food. "You pay for the food as you
RHA Adviser and Morrison Hall proximately $657.50, or they can pay
The food service at ISU is almost 'eat it using a debit-card system. You
Resident Director Susan Adams said. more and receive discounted points identical to BSU, with students pay- put so much money in our computer
Betts is a Morrison resident who that can be used as money in the ing approximately $740 for a three- and you can Use your campus ID
worked during La Traviata.
Union Street Cafe.
meal-a-day plan, which includes $125 card as a debit card," George Welch,
It seemed "that each of us in turn
Recently acquired by the Marriott
worth of credit which can be used in WSU's director of food service, said.
had a problem with the parking, Corporation, SAGA has been at.BSU the cash operations. Three thousand
said.
because it seemed like too big a has- for nine years, with its food service people per day use the ISU foodserAt WSU, everybody pays an equal
sle and she said, 'oh, well, you were contract expiring in 1989. Jerry Cur- vice operation.
portion of the overhead cost and
supposed to go get ropes.' Well, we tis, director of food service, said.
LeSCserves approximately 150 students pay for the food, plus a
never knew of any ropes or flags to SAGA maintains food service opera- on-campus residents a day, plus
small mark-up, Welch said;'
keep people out," Echevarria said. tions on 450 campuses nationwide. another 460. through their student
In a unscientific survey, The
'Dnscoll residentJennifer Huizinga
Curtis said the college food service union and other food service operaUniversity News found that prices
said she had been told of some ropes market is competitive. Fast food fran- tions, Duane Schwen, LeSC's direc-' for a regular hamburger, 'fries and
stored at Towers.
chises such as Buster's, Cobby's and tor of food service operations, said. cola among the schools were very
Dreher said she checked with the other businesses in the Broadway
Compared to .the local market,
close, with the cheapest regular hamdorms and nobody seemed to know 'area all compete for student food Schwen said, some of the food items burger found at ISU for 80 cents, the
where the vests were. She never has dollars. In addition to local competi- on campus are a little more expen- cheapest friesat WSU for 42 cents
found out where they are, . "but I tion,' SAGA. also tries to stay com- sive, but in many cases are cheaper
and the cheapest 12 oz. cola at the
figured that, since they had those petitive with ISU and U of 1 because than what restaurants are charging. , U of I for 47 cents.
lights with the nice f1u~rescent red universities also compete for the
Uof I operates its own food ser-

Food services vie for students
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Tolerate perceptions of all
Contrary to the Christian Patriot, single-race view, understanding different
perceptions really is the key to world peace.
However true the assertion by sociologist James Aho that the individuals
making up the Christian Patriots are "people just like us," thi~ should ~lOt
deter us from trying to correct what must be taken as a gross misperception
of facts. '
The Christian Patriots are pursuing the enlargement of an already stable,
European-based population. Already, roughly 40 percent of the world's population is of European descent. The Christian Patriots, then; are fighting a war
that is won already.
_
Certainly, the world is as it is now because of people's perceptions a~out
what surrounded them throughout history. Ifthe perceptions of the American
Indians about their visitors from across the ocean had been accurate, perhaps
their interactions would have, been war-like. That is to say, if the Indians
had had similar perceptions about the world as their European visitors, ~merica
now could be drastically different than it is. Unluckily for the American Indians, their own perceptions deceived them, and now they must settle for
minority status in a land they once took for granted.
The Europeans although responsible, were not at fault for what happened
to the Indians. Rather, the perceptions which occupied their minds were at
fault. They were people like us-like the American Indians. The only difference
was their perceptions of life; and these perceptions became reality. - .
It is on this premise that we strongly advocate an exchange of percep~lO.ns.
A shared view of what the world is might bring us peace. If the Christian
Patriots and ourselves are more receptive to one another's perceptions, perhaps
a peaceful compromise can be found to Idaho's current unrest.

LETTERS

.Dancers provide service
Editor, The University News;
I was very much disheartened to read the
editorial about the Mane Line Dancers that
. appeared in your paper recently. Although
I am new to the university, I have had a first
hand opportunity to see the value that these
young ladies provide to the university other
than their talent at halftime.
During this past football recruiting season
these young ladies donated their time and effon to nelp recruit top quality student
athletes to this university. They would put in
hours of extra work each weekend to take
players on campus tours, answer questions
and generally do a tremendous job of seiling this university.
Everyone associated with recruiting was
very much impressed with their dedication
and loyalty to BSU.

In my opinion, these young ladies provide
a real positive and enthusiastic influence for
this university. Each young lady I met
possessed a warm personality and the willingness to communicate
to others the real
strength of BSU.
These young ladies represent some of the
greatest assets we have-unselfish
people.
The scholarship
money that they would
receive would not come close to what they
give back to BSU.
It's with a thankful heart that I commend
the Mane Line Dancers for the many hours
of dedicated service that they provide this
University. _
They are worth it!
Skip Hall
Head Football Coach
Boise State University

Review is kick in groin
Editor, The University News;
Just ashort note of concern regarding C.D.
Hunter's review of the Rock For Amnesty
album: Peter Gabriel's "Biko," which failed
to arouse C.D:s interest, is, to any serious
listener of contemporary
music, by far the
most moving and politically relevant cut on
the entire album.
This innovative piece about murdered
South African activist Steve Biko brought

CORRECTION
On page three of last week's paper we
printed the Yd-to-be-raiifieu
ASBSU Constitution word for word, all grammar and
style errors intact. We understood at that

down the house at every stop on last summer's Amnesty tour, and was perhaps the first
anti-apartheid
outcry of the decade when it
was originally released in 1980.
To write this song off so abruptly and then
, go on to praise Tears For Fears is a. kick in
the groin to all who cherishgood, worthwhile
music.
.
Ron A. Jude
Concerned Citizen
time that the copy of the constitution we had
was the same copy which would be voted 'on
by the students. However, ASBSU did attempt to correct the constitution's
grammar
and style errors before it went on the ballot.
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Parking patrol irresponsible
by Valerie Mead

The University News
I have several friends who live in university dormitories.
Most of these people have
been angry whenever a special event was happening on campus-mostly
because' they
could never find a parking space.
.
This has been going on for some timeyears actually.
When I was an ASBSU
senator, f about six months last year, someone finally came up with a solution to the
problem of the dormies being parked out.
The innovative mind belonged to Vicky
Keeth, a senator at large whose primary claim
to fame, in the body, was her dogmatic approach to any and all budgets-an
almost instinctive need, or so it seemed, to know where
every part of every dollar was going. On
paper (preferably in triplicate). At least one
fiscal year in advance
of the actual
expenditure.
I didn't get on well with Sen. Keeth, for
any number of reasons (many of.which had
something to do with her campaign against
Karl Vogt), but mostly because I felt her
dogma was better done without. I was surprised and pleased when she came up with
a workable, innovative solution to a chronic
campus annoyance.
Now I know better. Whether deliberate or
not, Keeth's actions in administering
the
$3,000 allocated from all parts of the university to a fund for parking lot patrols (her
solution) have been the stuff that litigation
is made of.
After what I went through, at her hands,
to get approved as a temporary appointment

to the senate, I take her actions in the case
of Karen Dreher personally. I am also angry
about Keeth's attempt to change her story in
the middle of a sentence (check out the story
on the front page), something
which, I
understand
from my newspaper colleagues,
she did quite commonly during my senate
tenure.
The lack of coordination
which remains
in student government is appalling as well.
The very fact that Keeth could tell one officer she was acting on the authority of
another officer who was part of another campus entity. and have the second officer believing she was acting on the authority of the
first-and
get away with it-smacks
suspiciously and alarmingly of a certain Lt.
Colonel North; all she was missing was an
office in the basement of. the SUB.
Not only did' Keeth "hire" without any
regard for proper procedure-like
making
sure the person had qualifications
for administering a patrol program-she
hired a
personal friend who has since displayed her
inadequacies in the job quite clearly (check
out the story on page 3).
This has been apparent to me because my
friends who are living in the dorms this year
haven't stopped complaining about the crummy parking during events. If anything, they
are complaining
more vehemently because
some of their money is going for these nonpatrols.
.'
It's about time somebody took the reins of
the original good idea, nuked the fools
responsible for the screw up, and did it right.
I only hope ASBSU and RHA are up to the
task.

LETTERS

Cadet defends ROTC'
Editor, The University News;
Being one of the "recruits" pictured in a
recent issue and being labeled as "bemused"
by my instructor and our weapons, I am
somewhat insulted. I find it frustrating that
an individual with such high educational
credentials should form such a biased opinion without complete knowledge of the
facts.
The fact is that I am not a "recruit" as you
(Lonnie Willis) have indicated. I am a cadet,
as the paper has indicated. I have not enlisted
in the Army and I am not contracted by an
ROTC scholarship.
I am an independent individual seeking out
opportunities available to me, to complete my
education without becoming a ward of the
state, of which the Army ROTC program is
one option.
I am presently providing for my own
education with support from my parents. I
can continue in this manner, if necessary,

throughout
my undergraduate
studies,
without help from the government or the
armed services.
I feel no one person
should
limit
themselves to the armed services as financial
support for an education if they do not want
that obligation.
There are 91 students enrolled in ROTC at
BSU, of which only five are' actually on
scholarships, so to state that the Army is the
"principal"
means for financial support is
false. It is obvious that students are finding
recourses, other than the Army, to put
themselves' through college, ie., football,
basketball, track, academic scholarships, RA
positions, student loans, part-time work, etc. _
In conclusion, my experience with Army
ROTCnt Boise State has been both positive
and rewarding. My only complaint is the lack
of interest in such a worthy program.
Sheryl Leaf
Freshman, ROTC

LETTERS POLICY
Letters to the editor should be typed,
double-spaced and no longer than500 words
(2 typed pages). The letters must be signed
and a telephone number provlded for our
verification procedures.
,
The University News reserves the right to
edit letters for spelling, grammar, punctuation.Jengrj, and libelous or offensive content.

of the newspaper, as well as subjects of
general interest.. , .
The staff will make every effort to print
all letters which meet the policy requirements.
The ~ditorial 'starr-encourages
readers,
whether students,
faculty or community
members, to respond to any of the contents
of the newspaper,"
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Stude.nts worry. about the future of Hong Kong
by Sheri Crook

ed they could stay in business. Soon
afterward,
the government
forced
them to sell their assets to the state
In 1997, Hong Kong, one of the
ata fixed rate.
most well-known free-trading ports
"The
communist
government
in the world, will be ruled' again by
swept through
Shanghai
and it
mainland China.BSU students from . became a 'death city.' "Thi said.
Hong Kong have. mixed emotions
She said she believes that China
about the negotiations which are now
will not let that happen to Hong
underway, but agree that there are no
Kong because of the free trade going
choices for them in the matter, and
on there and because Hong Kong is
no choice for Hong Kong. .
doing well economically right now.
Andrew Mak, a BSU junior rna."China will use Hong Kong as an exjoringin political science, said peo- ample of trying to have two systems
pie in Hong Kong arc worried about
and one country,", she said ..
the "younger generation like myself. "
Mainland
China's
governrnen t
This is because Hong Kong questions
knows from the history of Shanghai
the stability of China as a whole,'
that it must be careful with Hong
Mak said.
Kong and let Hong Kong prosper, she
"China has a record of doing
said.
'
things against its own interest for"
Because the economy is stable
short-term convenience," Mak said.
right now in Hong Kong, most peoBSU junior Janet Tai came to the'
pie who leave do so for educational
United States from Hong Kong in
reasons and eventually return, she
1984. "The.1997 issue played a part
said. Older people who have money
in my parents' decision'to send me
are most likely to return, she said.
here," she said. "They sent me so
People .try to leave for an -educamaybe I can choose a life for myself
tion because the high schools are
and for my own independence."
crowded and it is difficult to get into
Many parents send their children
the universities there, she said. "The
to other countries in hopes that they
competition
is high and the educawill be able to move the whole famition system is not great," she said.
Iy out of Hong Kong once the child
Tai said people must either have a
has established citizenship, 'Iai said.
lot of money, special skills (such as
Many people who are leaving
a doctor) of relatives already living
Hong Kong now want to return, but
in another country to leave Hong
the 1997 issue scares them, she said.
Kong.
People are afraid because of the
More than 90 percent of the peohistory of China, she said. "Shanghai
pie in Hong Kongdo not fit into one
was once a busy and prosperous ciof those categories, and win have no
ty, comparable
to New York," she
choices about what will happen after
said.
1997, she said.
In 1949, when Maoist forces took
Mak said most middle-class enpower on the mainland, private intrepreneurswith
the ability to leave
dustrialists in Shanghai were promishave done so. The other 5.5 million

The University News

people wiII not have that choice
simply becuase of' their yearly in- '
come, and will be stuck
with
whatever China decides to do with
them, he said.
"The question, " Mak said, is, "can
the mainland,where
yearly income
is $300, rule Hong Kong where the
average yearly income is $5,000, all
overnight?"
"China has promised Hong Kong
50 years of capitalism,
and, right
.now, I haveto believe that because
Ihave no choice," Mak said, "Hong
Kong has no choice."
Overall, Milk said, he is optimistic,
and plans to return to Hong Kong
after graduate school, prior to.1997.
He said he will do what he can to improve living conditions in his country.
Tai also plans to return to Hong
Kong because her family is there and
Hong Kong is home, but she is apprehensive about the year 1997, she
said.
"Hong Kong originally belonged
to China, and, being Chinese, I
should feel good about It, (1997) but
I'veheard so many bad things about
the communist government,"
she
said.
Mak said that lack of support is
what could make the situation in
Hong Kong "incurable."
If people
bind together, the changes could be
positive, he said.
.
"There isn't much time left before
we have to face those changes," he
said. "I am using that time to gain
knowledge.
I can do something
then," he said.
Mak would.like to stay in Hong
Kong, he said. "Hopefully others will
do the same," he said. "I have faith."

.,!I

John Sowell/

BSU student

Janet

Unlvefslty News

Tai, whose family lives in Hong Kong.

where there is competition while protecting local service. The bill "gives
a customer more of a knowledge of
what's going to happen to local
Telephone deregulation may be the
rates," he said.
"most complicated,
far-reaching
Consumer groups and legislators,
piece of legislation this legislature
who said the bill will give phone
will pass," according to Sen. Karl
companies freedom to raise rates unBrooks (D-Boise). Mountain Bell has
fairly for an essential service, comdrafted a bill which would allow
prise most of the bill's opposition.
telephone companies to alter services
"The primary purpose of the legislaand raise rates without gaining aption is to allow them (phone comprovalfrom
the Public Utilities
panies) to raise their rates without'
Commission.
review by the PUC,"
Rep. Ken
This bill is a revision of last year's
Robison (D-Boise) said.
bill, which passed the. Senate 29-13
Mountain Bell has looked at bills
but failed to make it' through the
in other states and tried to find
House State Affairs Committee. Prosomething
better,
Gerber
said.
ponents and opponents call this bill
Oregon, Washington,
Utah, Mona "compromise"
compared to last
tana, Nevada, New Mexico and Colyear's.
Mountain Bell officials said the - orado all have passed deregulation
bills.
company
is bringing " forth this
Gerber said that, while many of
legislation because it has been pushthese states have had problems with
ed out of some key business areas,
their legislation, Mountain Bell has
losing customers and profits.
tried to come up with a bill which adSteve Gerber,
public relations
dresses all the problems.
director for Mountain Bell, said this
Gerber said there are two major
year's legislation
opens up areas

The University News

differences between the new bill and
last year's bill. The first limits phone
rate increases. The new bill allows a
$1 per year increase in local rates
without review by the PUc. Last
year, the limit was $2 per year.
The other difference is that this
Year's bill establishes a universal service fund, financed by a phone rate
surcharge, administered by the PUC,
and used to subsidize rural and other
high-cost phone exchanges.
Robison said the only compromise
to which Mountain Bell has agreed
is with the independent phone companies, not with the consumer. He
said there is no competition
for
local phone services, only for intrastate long distance.
Long-distance companies sell longdistance time between Idaho destinations by routing the calJs through Salt
Lake City, Utah, bypassing the intrastate regulation. Mountain
Bell
estimated it loses $9-10 million per
year from this procedure.
Robison said Mountain Bell could
go to the PUC with its complaints

and stop the competition,
but has
chosen not to do so in order to use
this scenario to convince legislators
to pass deregulation.
Gerber said Mountain Bell could
raise objections and have the PUC
regulate these long-distance
companies but would prefer deregulation
for all. Mountain
Bell has the"
capability to compete, and would
rather do so than pass more regulations, he said.
Rep.
Steve
Herndon
(0Sandpoint) called the bill a "substantial compromise."
He said that the
legislation would keep long distance
rates lower in the northern part of the
state, but that Ada County may see
rates go up.
'
"If I were an Ada County
legislator, I don't know if I would feel
as comfortable
with (the bill),"
Herndon
said. He said the bill
"doesn't deregulate anything ... it
creates
a
more
streamlined
procedure. "
Rep. Janet Hay (R-Nampa); chair
of the House subcommittee
on
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deregulation
said that,· whether it
passes or not, Idahoans will see some
.rate increases, but that she feels there
are enough
safeguards
for the
consumer.
Robison said only Mountain Bell
wants deregulation, and no one from
consumer groups or senior citizens'
groups supports this legislation.
This bill allows for "streamlined
regulation, ,> giving more guidance to
the PUC than last year's bill, Gerber
said. He also said 9 ~ercent of
business customers account for 70
percent of Mountain Bell's revenue,
and, as the company loses these accounts, the money has to be made up
by local ,rates.
Therewill
be "much more of an
effect on local rates adversely than if
the bill doesn't pass," he said.
Gerber said Mountain
Bell has
agreed not to increase local rates for
two years, regardless of whether the
bill passes.
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poons.overuse formula
familiar with the band to the new harderThe University News
edged sound. "Bridges over Borders" features
.
a heightened rhythmsection, Producer Tom
Gordon Deppe and his group Spoons have Treumuth opts for a dense, wall-of-sound apenjoyed a great deal of popularity in th~ir proa,;h, with big guitar power chords, lots.of
native Canada. As a solo artist, and with backing vocals, homs and keyboards ":hlch
Spoons, Deppe has gathered a number of are used effectively for texture. ~elow It .all
Juno's (Canada's Grammyawards) and has is the strong rhythm foundatlO.n which
been a consistent chart figure. However, they prevails on nearly every track on this albu~.
never have had much success in America.
"Clever" features a more carefree, less 10Their 1982 single "Nova Heart" received tense feel. Again, there is a strong rhythm
airplay in Clubsand on college radio, but their. here with: Horne's bass.and Kendry's. drumsophisticated, rhythm-oriented brand of syn- mingo Horns, synthesizers and. a strong
thesizer music failed to catch on in terms of chorus vocal arrangement help lighten the
sales.
sound..
"
.
This album finds Gordon and Co. on
"Walk Across the Water features ima new American label with a new direction aginati~e use of sample~ human voices as
in sound" The quieter sounds of their first percussion at the beginning ~nd throughout
album, Arias and Symphonies has been left the song. It moves along quickly on treate~
behind. in favor of a more forceful, guitar- drums, big vocals and MacDonald s
dominated dance-rock sound. With their keyboards.
new album: Bridges over Borders, the change
As an album, Bridge over Borders is a bit
seems to be working.
shy in the variety department. Nearly every
The changes included a new lineup-for the song relies on the same-formula as the single,
'band with the exception of Deppe and San- with the exception of the last song, "Be Alone
dy Home, bassist and backing vocalist. Other Tonight," a power-ballad featuring heavy use
band members include keyboardist Scott of saxophone and synthesizers,
MacDonald and drummer/percussionist
Steve Kendry.
The album's opening cut introduces those
-

--l~.

KiUmasterstar of showQUT
ceramic. His "Emerald" piece reflects cool
serenity. Ron Taylor displays finesse in the
fine, clean lines of the ceramic "Snowfield,"
Carl Jung believed that art provides a win- and the stronger "River's Edge 'at Dusk." ,
dow into the psyche of the artist. If you buy
Some other works worthy of note are Felix
this, then you may be interested in what's go- Heap's "Portrait of Jim Murray," James
ing on at the BSU Faculty Art Show.
Russel's colorful nude abstracts and his colThis annual event, which opened Feb. 13, lage, "Scotty in Search of Blondie," which
provides the art department faculty the op- draws heavily on pop culture images: an empportunity to display their abilities as artists ty pack of Lucky Strikes and a cutout paper
and, briefly, to step out of their roles as doll. Cheryl Shurtleff's frenetic oil stick has
educators.
been busily rendering more "wild things," on
The latest work of John Killmaster, a well- abstracted, flat amphoras, no less.
known member of the faculty, generated a
The photographers in the department have
hubbub among those present at the opening been giving the Idaho landscape some inreception. According to Killmaster, he was teresting treatments. Howard Huff is creating
"tapping into the dream-world psyche," in bright collages of the desert by painting over
the creation of his paintings. These large can- his torn black and white prints with vivid,
vases.are ~olid, seething masses of colorful, unnatural color. Brent Smith overlays
acrylic, nightmarish Images.
unusual repeat exposures of geometric light
"The Watcher Behind the Dream Wall," forms on his landscapes,
appears as if the artist opened the Pandora's
Don Douglas' "Perfume Bottle," in sterlBox of his unconscious and spilled a con- ing silver has an art nouveau flavor in its free
glomeration of symbols out through his biomorphic
form-those
who enjoy
brush. It includes a profusion of grimacing metalworking and jewelry will want to exfaces, contorted human shapes, tortured amine his work.
heads entrapped in geometric forms, green
If you are looking for sculpture, you proband yellow glowing images of Christ,skulls, ably will corne away disappointed. While
locks, keys and the Volkswagon logo.
faculty members in this area display some
. Viewers of Killrnaster's work are strongly facility with their respective mediums, glowdivided in their opinions-they either like it, ing wood and burnished bronze, there is
hate it or do not understand it. On one level, nothing particularly striking occurring here
these paintings haveall the disturbing power in terms of subject matter or form. And, of
of those by Hieronymus Bosch, yet. one course, 'for those who are seeking something.
viewerremarked, "It looks like John has been to hang in their den, plenty of mountains
having some bad dreams."
trees, buildings and "soft-core' abstracts can
Another faculty member who has broken be found which will' offend no one's senhis own artistic tradition is Merlin Miller. He sibilities: more traditional themes and subhas moved from what he calls "realistic" oil jects treated' in traditional manners.
paintings into the realm of op-art. Keep mov- The Faculty Art Show will continue
ing as you view his mixed media "Self Por- through March 6 in the gallery of the Liberal
trait." You will be surprised to see Merlin Arts Building. The show is open to the
himself blending with and re-emerging from public, free of charge, from 9 a.m.-5 p.m,
some heavy religious symbols.
, weekdays.
John Takehara continues to produce fine
ceramic pieces. "Golden Globe," is a dram-! _..1_
tic piece. Large metallic orbs almost convince
..
..
the. eye that they are metal rather jhan

MONDAY
President's Day, BSU closed.
SPB Film, Tournee of Animation, SPEC, 7
p.rn., $1-2.50.
NBC Monday Night Movie, Police Academy,
KTVB-7, II p.m,

TUESDAY
Film,The Partisans of Vi/na, The Flicks, 7
p.m., $3.75-4.50.
Nova, "Freud ynder Analysis," KAID;4, 8
p.m.

WEDNESDAY
Theater Arts Production, The Father. Morrison Center Stage II, 8:15 p.m., $2-5. SPB Film, Tournee of Animation, SUB Boisean Lounge, 3:30 p.m., free.
Poetry Reading, Daryl Jones, LA 208, 12
noon, free.
'
Free Tax Help Availabl~ Business Building,
Room 215, 7-10 p.m.
National Geographic Special, Among the
Wild Chimpanzees, with Jane Goodall,
KTRV-12,ll p.m.

& ABOUT
Gospel goes
P

Gospel singer Sharo'n Oliver, accompanied by Karen Cole, will present "A
Warm Winter Night of Music" on Feb. 21
in the SUB Ballroom at 7 p.m. The program consists of secular, gospel, soul and
contemporary music, and is sponsored by
the Black Student Union at BSU.
Oliver is a former BSU music major
now singing with the San Francisco
gospel choir, "The Voices of Beebe," and
Cole is the group's accompanist. The
group has performed internationally, and
in 1984 was selected to represent the U.S.
at the Mardi Gras Carnival in Nice,
France. They were also chosen by Boston
Pops conductor John Williams to perform in "Return of the Jedi." Admission
is $2.50-3.50.

Some 'Father'ly advice
-August Strindberg's intense drama The
Father continues the BSU theater season
with eight performances Feb. 18-21 and
25-28 on Stage II of the Morrison Center.
The Father is the tragic story of the
gradual deterioration of the hearts, minds
and marriage of a strong-willed, sexist
man and an equallystrong-willed,
manipulating woman.
Written by the Swedish playwright in
the 19th century, it echoes Strindberg's
own life and reflects his outlook on
women. The play has a number of '
forceful scenes, as the parents battle over
the issue of how to raise their only child,
a daughter.
,
Because of the play's intensity, director
Robert Ericson has sacrificed seating
capacity by removing those seats too close
to the stage, so that the audience may
view it more objectively. Admission is
$2-5.
-

Relive atomic age
The SPB film, The Atomic Cafe, is a
feature film "about the history and culture
of the atomic age. It will be shown on
Feb. 22 at 7 p.m, in the SPEC.
It is edited entirely from vintage propaganda.to recreate the atmosphere of
fear, conformity and official insanity
which characterized the cold war.

Chamber Music Series, Colorado String
Quartet, Morrison Center Recital 'Hall, 8
p.m., $6-7.50,
Movie, Missouri Break, KTRV-12, 8 p.m.

THURSDAY
Theater Arts Production, The Father. Mor;
rison Center Stage II, 8:15 p.m., $2-5.
Basketball vs, U of Montana, Pavilion, 7:30
p.m.

·SATURDAY
"

FRIDAY

Boise. Philharmonic and the Pridonoffs,
Morrison Center Main Hall, 8 p.m., $6·7.50.
Black HistorY Month Concert with Sharon
Oliver and Karen Cole, SUB Ballroom, 7
p.m., $2.50c3.50.
Theater Arts Produetion, The Father. Morrison Center Stage II, 8:15 p.m., $2-5.

George Carlin, Morrison Center Main Hall,
7:30 p.m. and 10 p.m., $12.50-14.50.
.
Crazy 8's Dance, MardiGras, 9-12p.m., $5-7.
' Theatcr Arts Production, The Father.'Morrison Center Stage 11, 8:15 p.m.,' $2-5.

-

-~------

.
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Rockersbackinto.wn,
The Crazy 8's are back in Boise with 10
new original songs, on Feb. 20, from 9
p.m, to .midnight, at the Mardi Gras.
.Theoctet,
which originally began jamrnmg at Oregon State University, includes
horn, d.rums, bass, keyboard, guitar and
pe~ussI.o~ pla.yers who have integrated
their original Jazz sound with the funk of
rhythm and blues, rock and roll and
reggae.

According to RolIing Stone, this
energetic and versatile group is one of the
Northwest's hottest bands. They have
received favorable press comments from
Billboard and TV Guide, and have
described themselves as "pop with a jazz
inflection, accessible-with
positive
lyrics." They have recorded two albums,
were named Oregon's Band of the Year,
and toured nationally. Admission ,is $5-7.

THE. FILMS

'Lighf'surprisinglyokay
by J. Pitman

The University News

'Two pianos better than one
, Elizabeth

and Eugene Pridonoff,

an interon
Feb. 21 in the Morrison Center Main Hall at
8 p.m, along-with the Boise Philharmonic.
, On Feb. 22, the Pridonoffs
will hold
private lessons and a master class. The

national touring piano duo, will perform

lessons will be held in the morning and the
class will be in the Morrison Center Recital'
Hall from 1-4 p.m. The cost to audit the class
is $3, and the proceeds will be donated to the
Morrison Center Recital Hall Piano Fund.

But the star of this show is, Joan Jett, who
plays Patti and makes her acting debut in
Light of Day. lbrrnented by her mother's
condemnation,
her illegitimate son and the
circumstances of the illegitimacy, and of her
life-style, Patti (Jett) is driven to rock and roll.
And she plays it hard and loud.
After a confrontation
with Joe and her
mother, Patti joins a heavy metal group, The
Hunzz, and becomes the type of rocker
whose parents probably have nightmares.
The feeling of the film is genuine. The
characters are people you and I know. The
conversations are ones we've heard ourselves.
Light of Day is playing at the Mann
Theatres and is rated PG-B.

I'

First~string
quartet to play
The Colorado String Quartet
will perform
at the Morrison
Center Recital Hall on Feb. 20 at
8 p.rn,
The quartet, one of the most
popular classical quartets of this
'generation,
came to fame in 1983
after winning .the Naumburg
Chamber Music Award and first
place at the Banff International
String Quartet Competition
in
Canada. Since then, they have
performed world-wide, served as
teaching assistants to the Juilliard
Quartet, completed performance
and teaching residencies and are
'set for two recording sessions next
spring.
Selections for Friday's program
will iclude works by -Haydn,
Beethoven, and a specially commissioned
work by American
composer Ezra Laderman.
Admission is $6-7.50.
'

The
dean's
a poet

Daryl Jones, poet and dean of the
College of Arts and Sciences, will give an
informal poetry reading on Feb. 18 in LA
208 at noon.
.
His reading is a part of "Every Other
Week,!' an informal bi-weekly literary
series sponsored by the English Majors
Association and the English department.
The reading is free and the public is encouragedto
attend.

SUNDAY
, Idaho Theater For Youth,'Goldilocks and the
Three Bears, J:ISU Reading Center, 5th floor
Education Building, 11 a.m., $2.50 plus tax.
Basketball vs. Montana State, Pavilion, 7:30
p.m,
Treasure Ya!ley Flea Market,' Western Idaho
Fairgrounds, 9 a.m.-6 p.rn., $.50.
Late Night Movie, SIlver Streak, .KTRY-12,
10 p.m,

Pridonoff
Masterclass,
Morrison
Center
Recital Hall, 1 p.m., $3.
SPB Film, Atomic Cafe, SPEC,7
p.rn.,
$1-2.50.
Treasure Yalley Flea Market, Western Idaho
Fairgrounds, 12 noon-S p.m., $.50.
Classical Music performed by clarinetist and
, BSU professor Edmund Winston, KBSUc9I:3
FM, 6 p.m. '
National GeegraphtcSpeclal,
The Jungle
Machine, KTRY'12, 8p.In.

by Edith Decker

The University News
What happens when a perfectly good
movie gets hyped as though it's the most irnportant thing to hit America since the Valley
Girl dictionary? That's easy. It doesn't live
up to your expectations.
Such is Platoon.
Sure, it has gotten eight Academy Award
nominations.
Sure, it probably will rake in
one or two (or three or four). Sure, it is a
good movie-probably
the best of the season.
Thatdoesll't mean it is stupendous, terrific
or any other superlative.
Despite everything in the film, I' left the
theater empty-as
though
I was missing
something. I might as well own up right here.
I am not a Vietnam Era graduate. If I were
a veteran, the sister of a veteran, the mother
of a veteran, maybe it would have been more
powerful.
What it seemed to me was an allegory (parting, self-righteous
moral-of-the-story
and
all) about good and evil. The good is personified by Sgt. Elias, played by Willem
Dafoe (one_ nomination);
the bad is personified by Sgt. Barnes, played by Tom
Berenger (two nominations).
Both are facets
of the hero's (Chris, played by Charlie.Sheen,
Martin's kid) personality.
This trio reminds me a great deal of The
Deer Hunter. A lot of Platoon reminded me
of The Deer Hunter. What didn't remind me
of The Deer Hunter, reminded
me of

Apocalypse Now.
The production itself is rich in a, khaki,
sweaty, buggy, snaky sort of way. Economics
aside, it's a very green picture what with the
rainforests
and the uniforms.
There are

several classy shots that must have been hell
to get-Gis
marching with lightning flaring
behind them, GIs marching through the rain.
They marched a lot. It rained a lot. 'Rvo
points for reality.
Reality, it, would seem, is a lot of what
Oliver Stone (Read: the director and writer.
That makes four nominations.) was after. The
soldiers on both sides were really brutal. The
living conditions were really bad. The power
struggles within the platoon
were really
vicious. Stone succeeds, if that is his goal.
Platoon is stark and it is truthful.
It would be futile to describe Berenger's
and Dafoe's performances.
They were excellent and, certainly, they both deserve their
•nominations. Sheen was superb as well. There
was (as is required of war movies) a hefty supporting cast-many
newcomers, no' screwups. It wasn't the acting that let me down;
That much I'm sure of.
_
What am I sure 011 That I had understood
the same 'complex scenario before in The
Deer Hunter; that I am nottuned into a war
era-or
a war; that something 'in "The Big
Picture" was missing, or was hiding. I 'left
empty, not because' I was shell-shockedIas
the press would like me to be), but because
(came away with nothing.
Platoon is rated R because, the reality is,
the soldiers swear vehemently and frequentIy. They also kill; and killing is really never
pretty. It is playing at the Eighth Street
Marketplace theaters.
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ISU and BSU, a tale of two different campuses
.

.

, State got kind of hurt on a financial
basis and Boise State helped. Lately,
they've been trying to. stop the
bleeding,"
Fisher said.
f Charles Dickens
Even though Pocatello's universiwere alive today, he
ty may be bleeding, Dr. John Hutmight
summarize
chinson, ISU's Vice. President for
the state of two of
Academic Affairs, gave a different
Idaho's universities
_
as "the
best of, view.
"ISU, in my judgment, has receivtimes, and the worst.
ed fair and equitable funding," Hutof'times.?"
chinson said. "I believe the formula
Both ISU and BSU have faced and
now face many obstacles to both ex- used for funding is also fair."
Another criterion the. SBOE uses
cellence and growth, yet the forecast
in determining a sehool's health is
of the future offered by the institustudent
enrollment.
Full Time
tions' chief executives differ.
Equivalent, one statistic looked at by
"The state of this university is
theSBOE,
is a weighted average
sound, but it will require the vigilance
combining student levels and credit
and support of the campus and offhours. Another is student headcount.
campus communities to keep it that
As of the fall of 1986, although
way. I suspect these will be forthcomISU increased its FTE by 52 students
ing," BSU President John Keiser said
and BSU decreased by 58 students,
in his State of the University address.
BSU remained significantly higher:
ISU President Richard L. Bowen,
19,629 to 4,386. Both schools claimat the helm of that college for a year
ed an increased headcount: BSU up
and a half, had a somewhat bleaker
by 97 students to 10,295, and ISU up
prognosis for his university. "Idaho
by one student to 6,03~.
State has not been terribly prosperous in recent years," Bowen said.

by Eric Cawley
The University News

,•

Of factors & criteria
Many factors determine both ISU
and BSU's vital signs. At the
forefront of these indicators is a funding forumula used by the State
Board of Education
which determines which academic programs are
the most costly to run.
Business, social science, public affairs,the performing arts (excluding
fine art) and interdisciplinary studies,
all of which are emphasized at BSU,
are considered less expensive to run
than those specialized in by ISU, such
as health professions, and biological
and physical sciences. Maintaining
these more expensive programs has
been difficult for ISU when Idaho's
four colleges vie for a larger piece of
the fiscal pie, according to Gordon
Fisher, a higher education analyst for
Idaho's Department of Education.
"Idaho State's made some gains
the last few years. But when the State
Board of Education went to the formula for distributing funds, Idaho

amount
received
in community
dollars. This is one of the few things
that _ASISU- President
Annette
Markham pointed to as a weak point
about her campus .
"We're suffering from an image
problem here at ISU," Markham
said, "And Pocatello seems to have
a real failing economy."
Economically,
BSU has ample
evidence to show that both the
businesses and the citizens of Boise
are enthusiastic in helping the institution grow and thrive. Within the last
few years, Boiseans have watched a
number of community- and businesssponsored buildings go up, including
the $18 million Morrison Center for
the Performing Arts, the $18 million
Pavilion and the $4 million Simplot/Micron
Technology Center.
Additional donations from Albertson's also have brought a great influx
of dollars to the Boise campus.
"One of the unique abilities of
Boise State is how it attracts community support-especially,
say, the
community
leaders and how they
support
the moral and financial
endeavors of the university,"
Dr.
David Taylor, BSU's vice president
for student affairs, said.

Of dorms & academics

Both university' presidents
are
creditation,
due, in part,
to a
underpaid for the national average.
redesigning
of the aged' Leonard
Public university presidents average
Hall. A renovation process already
nearly $95,000 annually, usually in.
has begun, costing about $3 million.
eluding a free house and car.
"We've got a real positive oulook
ISU's Bowen receives an annual
now. It's very upbeat,"
Pharmacy
salary
of $65,000,
including
a
Professor Dr. Ira Hillyard said.
Losing accreditation
is' also a 70-year-old, colonial-style house and
a leased 1985 Buick. BSU's Keiser
threat for ISU's College of Business.
-receives $6l,053,inchiding
$7,803 for
Last April, the American Assembly
housing and a 1984 Ford Granada.
of Collegiate Schools of Business
placed the college on 'probation
because of inadequate research, poor
curriculum offerings and a lack of
support staff. So far, Hillyard said;
Academic
diversity is one area
that probationary
status still is in
whereIfil.I has a numbers edge; it
effect.
boasts 77 bachelor
programs,'
16
more than BSU. It also has 27
graduate programs,
21 more than
BSU.
However, those numbers do not
ISU has at least one advantage
rellect the number of academic proover BSU. ISU asks for an even $500
grams which have been dropped by
per semester in fees, a figure down
both universities
in recent years.
$20 from the previous year, and $37
Since 1982, ISU has eliminated its
less than BSU.
,
masters program in chemistry, and
Non-resident
tuition is the same
associate degrees in journalism and
for both universities:
$950 per
parks and recreation.
BSU students can no longer major in Spanish or German. Associate
degrees in fashion merchandising,
secretarial science and word processing also have been dropped.

Of academic diversity

Of tuition & budgets

-Of facts on file
IDAHO
STATE

UNIVERSITY
Of numbers & images
The reason for such a dramatic
difference in both statistics might be
found in the city populations of both
schools, according to Richard Shafer,
a sociology professor- at ISU.
"I'd say there's really a population
difference between the two schools.
And I'd be willing to bet that that
does make a difference," Shafer said.
Not only is ISU in a less-populated
area than BSU, it might also find
itself behind its counterpart
in the

Living on campus at 'ISU is a bit
more expensive than living 0 campus at BSU. For a' small, single
bedroom,
one would have to pay
$200 a month at ISU, and only $139
at BSU. The price gap remains with
a large, single-occupancy bedroom at
BSU running up a $183 bill and, at
ISU, $220. A two-bed accomodation
at BSU totals $214, compared to $260
at ISU.
In the last year, two of the colleges
at ISU have been threatened with losing their accreditation.
Students of
the College of Pharmacy work in
less-than-adequate
labs.
"The
laboratories
are dilapidated.
The
facilities have not been kept up to
date," Bowen said.
,
University
officials remain optimistic about the prospects of maintaining the pharmacy college's ac-

semester,
unchanged
from
the
previous school year. Part-time resident fees show ISU as cheaper still:
Unchanged from-the fall of 1985, it
charges $50.25 per credit hour-$9.50
less than BSU, which increased its
part-time fees by $1.
ASISU gets $36 from each fulltime student fee, making up a budget
of $300,000 per year. At BSU, the
dollar figures are more modest:
$16.50 per student for a total ASBSU
budget of $250,000, according
to
ASBSU
President
John
Hetherington.

An ISU student also might find
himself blessed with more facts at his
fingertips
than his southwestern
Idaho counterpart.
"A new university library was opened fall semester,
1977. The $5 million structure is the
largest ever built for educational purposes in the state of Idaho," according to the college's catalog.
It contains 324,00 books. Only
280,000 are contained
in BSU's
library. Also, ISU's library contains
4,000 current periodicals, twice what
BSU's
has. ISU also has 100
newspapers compared to BSU's 40;
140,000 microfilmed maps as opposed to BSU's 96,000, and almost
318,000 government
and foreign
periodicals,
compared
to BSU's
287,000.

Lab explores all areas f c mmunication
by Grant Amoral

to the lab, an assessment level.
According to communication
professor Dawn Craner, the team's
The words "comunication lab" stir presentation must convince the rest
up visions of students, dressed in of the lab that significant work has
white lab-smocks,
twisting dials, been done. For students to receive
focusing cameras, taking notes and points, they must use a variety of
making adjustments. Students with communication skills in both the task
these types of images are in for a sur- and the assessment, she said, and
prise if they sign up for the compublic speaking, persuasion,
small
munication lab at BSU.
group and other communication
The communication
lab is like no skills come into play.
other for several reasons: there are no
Present and past lab students rate
lectures; once things get underway
the lab as one of the most difficult
there are often no regular class classes in their curriculum at BSU.
meetings; the structure changes each There is a sharp division of opinion
semester; credit is variable depending
on the utility of the lab; students
upon the student's involvement; and
either love it or they hate it. The
the grading is, in part, up to the dichotomy seems to rest on whether
students. After the first meeting,
the student is currently hi the lab or
students are usually left to their own
has already completed it, according
devices.'
to Craner.
Communication
professor Dr. Ed. .
One of the few things lab students
McLuskie said, "The lab has no _can count on in lab is doing some
history from the standpoint of lab
type of presentation,
she said; and
participants."
Mcluskie said there is the presentations usually serve to give
no way to look back at past labs to the faculty an idea of whether groups
understand the present lab.
are keeping up with the tasks.
According to McLuskie, students
Some labs have required presentaare always trying to make the world
tions using a variety of communicacertain and fixed, and many make
tion media, such as film, video and
, this mistake in the lab. They "figure"
audio. Other labs focused the presenthe lab out one semester then go intations on traditional
rhetorical
to the next semester, a different lab,
methods, like public speaking.
trying to function with outdated perThe communication
lab itself is in
sonal guidelines, he said.
for some structural changes, accordMcLuskie said the lab functions on
ing to Communication
Department
two levels. The students must do the
Chair Dr. Robert Boren. The departwork to address the assignedproblem
ment
wanted
to add research
on, a task level, but the grades are
methods to its core, and in order to
awarded on the teams' presentations
fit the additional three credits, the re-

The University News.

"The problem is irrelevant. We are
quirements for lab credits will be
Hribik and Kosarich thrived on the
concerned about the process, not the
lowered from nine credits to six,
frustration and ambiguity of the lab
Boren said.
setting, as Kosarich said; "That was . problem."
Another change is that the lab will
the only class I. was actually emoBoren said the communication
lab
no longer be available for variable
tionally involved with, Just being
is "only part of the entire effort to
credit. In the past, students were
able to pull together under fire is
get students to view communication
given the option of determining the
reward enough," he said.
as an ongoing, changing, interactive
process." The lab, internships and
number of lab credit hours in conWith this type of cut-throat comtract for the amount of workthey expetition, coupled with the ambiguipracticum
are interwoven
in the
pected in the lab, Boren said. Labs
ty, many students find the lab to be
department's
objective. to provide
116 and 416 will soon be a standard
frustrating.
students with the opportunity
to
two credits each, while labs 216 and
Lab student Kendra Ruwe said she
learn
outside
the
traditional
316 will each be three credits, he said.
, liked the lab "Only because I'm in a
classroom
setting,
according
to
This semester there are approxgood group." Ruwe identified several
Boren.
imately 120 students, divided into
areas of general concern about the
Boren said, "The lab .is not
four teams, and each team is dividlab. She said, "There is a real sense
another
spoon-fed
class,"
but is
ed into three groups, according to
of chaos," and the lack of rules and
designed to present students with the
Craner. The teams must identify a
boundaries leaves students wonderopportunity to try out what they have
communication-related
social probing where they stand in terms of
been learning in traditional-classes in
lem in the surrounding community,
grades.
a non-traditional
situation., "The
the groups must address different
Communication
student
Mark
very fact that students
find it
aspects of the problem and then preWorthington
'praised
the lab's
frustrating is in part a measure of its
sent their results to the lab, and
usefulness but questioned the faculsuccess," Boren said.
'
points are awarded by the professors
ty's role. "There is too much opposiCraner said the communication
and students; the more points, the
tion between the students and the
lab is intended to offer students a rare
higher the grade, she said.'.
professors," Worthington said. "The
academic opportunity
to deal with
According
to former Big' Cad
professors keep throwing things in
the ambiguity encountered
outside
(president of the lab's student governthe way."
the traditional academic setting.
ment) Mark Hribik, past labs were
This
is Worthington's
third
Communication
professor Dr. Ben
an entrepreneur's
dream. "The lab
semester of lab. "I hated it the first
Parker identified another important
was one of'my favorite classes," he
time," hesaid, adding that the lab
function of the lab. The guidelines, of
said, adding the strategy and plangets easier as you go along, and the
the lab and the task force the
rung in the lab were intoxicating.
difference is more of a change in atstudents to deal in a variety of com"The power was there for people
titude than figuring out a formula for
munication situations, Parker said.
who wanted to pursue it and could
success.
"This allows the students to identify
handle it," Hribiksaid.
"When youget down to it, it is a
areas. of weakness in their' educaFormer
lab journeyman
Rick
good class," he said.
tion," and address those weaknesses
Kosarich reiteratedHribik's
observaAccording to Boren, the lab is
bv taking traditional communication
tions."You
had to fight for' every
designed to present a problem for
c'ourses,-he said.
.
poinrrlf you had to step.on someone . students to solve without a set form
in lab; step on," he said.
of guidelines. However, Boren said,
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It's not the 'Love Connection, ' but it's romance

:(

by John Sowell
The University News
Three young women are seat~d on
bar stools. They swivel around
towards the wall behind them. Suddenly, the lights go out, leaving them
in the dark as the male they hope to
impress makes his entrance.
· This is all part of Thursday night's
Mating Game.
The game is sponsored by Nendels
Motor Inn and radio station KF95,
and hosted by local radio personality Jack Armstrong. Any resemblance
to television's "Dating Game," made
famous by Jim Lange in the late '60s,
is purely intentional.
Nendel's lounge was filled to its
200-person· capacity and another
30-50 people were turned away after
the door closed on at least one night
()f the game.
Banking secretary Sue Forsyth, 32,
her sister and another friend arrived
before 6 p.m.
They-heard about the large crowds
and came early, assuring themselves
good seats.
None of Forsyth's group had seen
the show before, but she said, "I want
to check the guys out.
groups of three or four.
Friend Aleta Murray, a registered
As for the show, Garcia said; "I
nurse, said Boise does not offer its don't want it full of swear words,but
residents much in the way of I would like this to be the uncensored
nightlife, and she hoped this would version. I hope they get down to the
be different.
.
nitty-gritty. "
"We get together once in' a while,
Garcia said "I think it will be total
and this seemed like a good place,
crowd participation. I know I'll be
Murray said. "It's the kind of enter- yelling. If I'm the only one, well,
tainment Boise needs.
screw it. At least I'll be having fun."
At another table sat more of ForThe game brought together three
syth's co-workers. Pat Smith, an women, two waitresses and a
assistant operations officer, said her secretary, hoping to charm contestant
Kevin Whitesides, a 21 year-old BSU
group often socializes.
"We go out after work," Smith psychology major.
As on the TV show, the ladies were
said, "usually every Thursday to
Hannah's. We haven't been here separated from Whitesides by a parbefore. (but) we were curious to see -titlon, their only contact by voice.
Only the audience sawall of them.
what it would be like."
For the next half-hour, Whitesides
Construction worker Steve Garcia,
24, came to the show after friends asked a variety of questions, thought
of by the show's producers and by
told him "it's a riot."
"One of the reasons I came was I himself.
When asked to choose an animal
thought there would be a lot of ladies
here," he said, "more than your to be, contestant number two, Kris
Atkins, replied, "a koala bear."
normal bar on a Thursday night."
"What sound does it make?"
The women did outnumber the
men and were sitting mostly in Whitesides asked.
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Contestant Tracy Mosier waits expectantly for Kevin Whiteside's next question while A.J. Vanhoozer, far left,
and Krls Atkins await their turn in Boise"s version of the 'Dating Game.' An overflow crowd cheered for the
participants at the weekly contest held every Thursday at Nendels. Mosier talked her way into a date with Whitesides.
"We-we-we-we-we," Atkins said.
Contestant number one, Tracy
Mosier, provided her loudest mating
call, "Oooh, baby."
A.J. Vanhoozer,
contestant
number three, was asked what a
cereal brand would be called if named for her. The audience erupted into laughter and applause after her
two-word response, "Hot Puffs!"
Armstrong then asked for the audience's pick, with each woman
receiving about the same applause.
Next, Whitesides was asked to make
a choice; the winner would receivean
all-expense paid date in Boise. Unlike
the TV show, though, no chaperone
would be provided.
Kevin's pick was Mosier, a
secretary for Ada County. She was a
repeat performer, having appeared
the show's second week, in
December. .
In the audience, the reaction to the
show was positive. "It turned out
kind of cute," Forsyth said,
"although I expected a TV com mercial at the end."

commercial at the end."
"I thought it was better than the
TV show," Murray said. "The
questions were better. They weren't
corny."
After an hour's break, with entertainment provided by the house
band, the crowd was ready for the second show of the evening. This time,
though, the roles were reversed; three
men,two of them BSU students,
were vying for a date with 21 yearold Audrey Simplot.
.
The questions during this contest
weremore suggestive,but the answers
lacked detail. Simplot asked student
Scott Van Ocker what they could do
if they only had 45 minutes to spend
on a dale. Van Ocker said, "Fortyfive minutes, that's about four
times!"
Sitting in the lounge just fifteen
minutes before showtime, Vanhoozer
was approached by lounge management to be a contestant. She thought
it would be fun, she said.
She was nervous during 'the show
though, she said. "It was just like a

date, " she said. "I don't even
remember answering the questions."
Whitesides was given a form to fill
out while in the lounge one night the
previous week. He thought it "sounded like fun:' applied and was chosen.
Whitesides said he enjoyed the experience, especially since it was
something different. "It's not just the
bar scene, drinking and asking someone to dance," he said. "It's a great
opportunity for people to meet each
other."
Mosier was called on the afternoon
of the show and told one of the contestants had backed out. She agreed
to make a return appearance.
She said she enjoyed herself the
flrst rirne just as much, even though
she was the winner this time. "I think
it's really great," she said, although
.discounting any notions oflong-term
romance. "This is more of a fun
game;' she said, "where the TV game
is set up more for a serious
relationship."

lasses touch on topics from war to religion
by Michael J. Knapp
The University News
BSU students do not need to leave
the campus for an academic adventure. A variety of classes are taught
every semester on unique or
neglected subjects, and old topics are
given new approaches.
· Dr. Michael Blain, assistant professor of sociology, is currently
teaching a class called "The
Sociology of War and Peace." According to the course outline,
students are, "taught to. think
sociologically about war and peace,
and "to explore the alternatives to the
practice of war as the final arbiter of
social conflicts."
Blain defined war as "socially
organized homicide-it's
killing."
He said alternatives to war can be
more effective in solving-conflicts.
War is not a problem-solver, he said,
"That's the assumption, and that's
what we're questioning."
Dr. Thmay Ertek, visiting BSU
from Turkey on a Fulbright Scholarship, is teaching a special topics
economics class - on economic
development in the Third World.
According to Ertek, he has lived
and taught in Thrkey, Sudan and
Iran, all of Which are Third World
countries. Also, Erteksaid, these
countries represent differentlevels of
development among Third World
countries.
· Although the class is primarily
. based on theories of developmental
economics, Ertek said, "I try to give
them examples from my experiences
in Sudan, Iran and Turkey" so the
II·

theories studied by the students are
complemented by his experiences in
those countries.
The history department offers
history seminars every semester. This
semester, the seminar in American
history is "History of Religion and
Politics in the United States." Dr.
Warren Vinz, history professor and,
department chairman, is teaching the
elass.
According to Vinz, academia has
had an aversion to dealing with
religion for two reasons. One is the
ambiguity that has existed as to what
is teaching about religion, and what
is religious worship.
Margie Miller-Gray, a communication major enrolled in the class, said
, the class enables her to look at
religion from an objective, rather
than general, perspective.
The other reason Vinz cited for the
neglect of the study of religion is that
most instructors are not trained to
deal with this topic. He mentioned
that this 'has been his area of training and research.
He. said religion is an important
topic to study in history because orie
cannot know the history of people
without knowing the history of their
religious beliefs.
In another branch of history, assistant professor Phoebe Lundy teaches
classes in women's history. According
to Lundy, this is part of an effort to
balance the curriculum in all areas of
study to include the experience of
women.
She said women's studies is the
fastest-growing·area of research in all
applicable disciplines.

Lundy said, women "have been
left out of mainstream textbooks,"
which gives students only halfof the
picture, and creates an exclusive
history which includes men and exeludes women. Lundy said. she feels
she has a professional obligation to
teach both sides of the story.
Senior history major Julia Timphony. said she tries to take genderbalanced courses because they "are
simply more accurate." She added
that taking the "narrow view" of
studying only men is not acceptable
at a university level.
In order to remedy this problem.
Lundy said, she has taught a class on
a new topic in women's history every
semester for the last 10 years.
-"I look forward to the day when
mainstream history texts" adequately
deal with women and would like to
see the need for separate women's
classes disappear, she said.
The communication' department
requires its majors to take communication labs. According to communication professor Dr. Marvin
Cox, communication labs are "an
undefined classroom experience" in
which students are presented a prob-,
lem, and are required to solve it.
The class is unique because the
student-professor relationship is different from the traditional arrangement. According to Cox, the students .
teach themselves; because they learn
best through experiences.
In order for this class to be a success, Cox said, interdependency between the students must emerge. The
role of the faculty "instructor, he
said, is to keep putting a "burr under
II

the saddle."
These classes, or similar ones, are
offered every semester.
.
Tom Sipes, a junior sociology major taking Blain's class, said "part of

being an educated person is
understanding the problems of our
ociety and learning to cope with
.nose problems, whether or not it is
in your major."
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Who: Everyone 19 and over
What: BSU Night
When: Every Thursday Night

8 p.m. til closing
Where: Club ~
Why: To Fight Inflation
With: Well Drinks $1.15

64 oz. Pitcher Draft Beer $4.00
SPECIAL4 Liquor Drinks $2.50
V2 Liter Specialty Drinks $2.75
Dancing Mon.-Sat. 9~Closing

FoocfandDrinkSpecials 1v'm-Sat
No ,Cover .Charge.,
Across Fran from BSUonGipitol Blvd
336 - 7745
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Track teamsrack up twelve wins in 'Classic'
The BSU men's and women's track
and field teams racked up 12 firstplace. finishes at the Statesman
Classic. held Feb. 13-14in the BSU
Pavilion.
. Senior Macie Miller of 1\vin Falls
was the only Bronco athlete to score
a double victory, winning both the
_ long jump and triple jump.
. Miller's long jump distance on9-1
set-a new meet record, breaking her
own record of· 18-7, set last year.
BSU's Jennifer Whelan placed third
at, 17-11.
Miller set a school and meet record
in the triple jump with 0. distance of
39-1, 'as Whelan placed fifth.
Dornell Butler placed first in the

Two out of three:

Muse was not the only men's team
500-meter run in 1:20.72, narrowly
member to. seta
meet record,
edging out Utah State University's
Patricia Otiede, whose time was however, as Wendell Lawrence bettered his triple jump record by near1:20.77.
.
.Freshman Christine Olen finished ly three feet at 52-3.
Thly Kemp, who also finished third
first in the lOOO-meterrun in 3:08.95,
followed by Anna Larson of USU at in the high jump, placed first in the
long jump competition at 23-5,
3:08.99.
In the shot put competition, held followed by Wayne Horn of- the'
in the Pavilion's auxiliary gym, Nan- University of Nevada-Reno, who
cy Kuiper threw 45-6!h feet, placing jumped 23-3.
Bill Brown edged the unattaehed
first over ISU's Mickey Hill, whose
Jay Thorson in the 55-meter hurdles,
distance was 41-11.
Sabrina
Johnson
won the scoring a 7.48 time over Thorson's
7.53.
300-meter dash in 41.59 seconds,
Byron Canty won the 300-meter
followed by .teammate Donna
run competition in' 37.12 seconds,
Swindell in 42.37.
Steve Muse set a meet record in the followed by teammate George Batts'
in fourth:
shot put at 56-4!h, breaking
Pete Nunez scored a BSU victory
Cameron Baxter's old record of
. in the 100o-meter run in 2:32.89.
55-10.

Above, two women track members
keep paee with a Utah State runner.
Right, Marlene Hadfield dears the
bar In the women.'s high jump.

Men's track team possibly the 'best ever'
by Christopher Walton
The University News
The BSU men's track team is as
good or better than it has ever been,
according to Head Coach Ed Jacoby.
"This team has a lot of depth,
especially in the hurdles and field
events," he said.
Wendell Lawrence; a junior from
Nassau, The Bahamas, has already
qualified for the NCAA indoor track
and field championships in the triple jump with a mark of 53-7.
"It's been a long time in coming
for Wendell," Jacoby said, "and he
looked great. It was an excellent
jump. It's one of the best in the country right now."
Troy Kemp, a high jumper from
The Bahamas, has also qualified for

the NCAA's. Kemp qualified with a
jump of 7-3 Yz.
According to Jacoby, "Troy is
capable of jumping 7-5 to 7-6!h and
should be an Olympian for the Bahamian national team in 1988."
At the Moscow indoor meet Jan.
24, Kemp won the track and field Big
Sky Athlete of the Week award, an
honor he shared with teammate Danny Holmes.
Holmes, ajunior from Santa Barbara, Calif., has already broken two
school records this season. At ISU,
in the'I,500-meter run, he finished in
3:49.00: a personal best indoor time,
and at Moscow he finished the
3,Ooo-meter run in 8:20.33. Both
times are best in the Big Sky so far
this season.
"Danny has had great success in

Sports EXCh~nge4
.New Used Consigned

Tight.s
Regu larly $28-$36
Now $18·$21
1029 Broadway Boise
385-0440
.

cross country, but has yet to really Jacoby says Muse is one of the most
come into his own on the track," . physically talented athletes at BSU.
Jacoby said. "This could be Danny's
Not only does he excel in the shot
year."
put, where he is consistently tossing
Also coming on strong this year, more than 60 feet (the NCAA qualiaccording to Jacoby, is Steve Muse. fying mark is 61-1),but he competed

in the sprints at the Moscow' meet.
"I have a feeling that if he stays
with it, he'll be one of the better shot
put and discus throwers in the United
States," Jacoby said.

Broncos get revenge at U'of I
by Christopher Walton
The University News
The BSU Broncos outscored the U
of I Vandals 40-23 in the second half
of the Feb. 14 Big Sky Conference'
game at Moscow's Kibbie Dome to
upend the fourth-place team 62-44
and gain revenge for last month's loss
at the Pavilion. .
Chris Childs, the sophomore guard
from Bakersfield, Calif., scored a
game-high 21 points in leading the
Broncos to a record fifth straight win
. and third straight road win.
BSU improved its record to 18-5
overall and 7-3 in conference
matchups.
The Vandals dropped to 14-10and
4-6 in the Big Sky in front of 5,600
fans, the largest basketball crowd at.
the Kibbie Dome this season.
The Broncos played tough defense,
holding the Vandals to only 36 percent in shooting from the floor.
U of I controlled the game for
most of the first half and led 21"15
with. one minute remaining when
Childs connected with two threepoint baskets to give the Broncos a
22-21 lead at halftime.
The lead was the Broncos' first of
the game and was extended to eight
points early in the second half when
BSU began to play more tenaciously.
. The Vandals fought back, however,
and, with .8:15left to play, they trailed by only four points.when BSU's

senior -,guard-forward Eric Hayes,
who finished with five points, hit a
three-pointer from the top of the key.
That basket put the Broncos back
on track and on their way to the final
18-point deficit.
. Behind Childs' 21-point effort were
junior forward Arnell Jones, who
finished with 13 points, and senior
center Jeff Kelley, who added 10.
Kelleyled with six rebounds, while
Jones had five. Junior guard Dan
Olson, who missed the Feb. 11 game
against Eastern Washington University because of illness, added four rebounds and three points.
U of I's Andrew Jackson led the
Vandals with 13 points, while reserve
James Fitch had 10.
The Broncos currently rank third

in the Big Sky at 7-3, behind Montana State University at 10-1and the
University of Montana at 8-3.
This places the Broncos in an excellent opportunity to climb up the
ladder, as BSU's last two home
games of the season are against U of
M and MSU.
U of M will meet BSU at the
Pavilion Feb. 19. With an overall
record of 18-7, the Grizzlies feature
Scott Zanon and Todd Powell.
MSU is the only Big Sky team with
a better overall record than the Broncos. At 19-5, the Bobcats feature the
high-scoring Kral and Shann Ferch,
Tom Domako and Ray Willis.
The Bobcats are the defending Big
Sky champions and will meet BSU
Feb. 21.

lady Broncos lose.one
to Vandals in Kibbie Dome
Despite leading by 13 points at one
time, the BSU Lady Broncos' were
upended 60-54 by the U of IVandals
Feb. 14 at the Kibbie Dome in
Moscow.
'
BSU's 13-point lead came during
the first half, but then the Lady Vandals heated up and managed a 27-25
halftime lead ..
BSU led again for much of the second half,but the U of.I won the
game at the free-throw line, con-

nected with 27 of 37, while BSU
made only five of seven.
Both teams now have 9-14 overall
records. BSU is 2-7 in the Mountain
West Athletic Conference, while U of
I is 3-6.
Only four players scored for BSU
during the game. Missy Dallas led
with 19 points, followed by Diane
Doster with 13, Ann Jensvold with
12 and Heather Nemchick with 10.
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THE LAST "LAUGH

Picking on the press
by Edith Decker and Karen Kammann

The University News
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At some point in everyone's life, everyone hates the press. Members of the
press hate the press. Mothers hate the press. Businessmen hate the press.
Basketball players hate the press. Politicians spend whole lifetimes hating
the press;
.
Since we've been playing the press game for some time (you might say
we've been around the press block), we thought we'd offer a bit of advice
for those of you who seek revenge. After all, who better than the Trojans
to tell you about horses?
The following information is handed out free of charge from the tickedoff to the prospective tickers.
.
When a reporter comes to interview you:
• Be sure to callthe journalist's
paper, "That little paper that circulates
around campus sometimes."
• Be sure to tell the reporter you've got a hot story-and
then refuse to
tell him anything on the record.
• Be sure to demand (after the interview) that you be allowed to read the
story. Who, after all, trusts students (or their tape recorders)?
• Be sure to make at least one attempt to go off the record retroactively.
Say, for instance, "Whoops. I didn't mean to say that. Can I take that
back?"
After the story is written and printed:
• Ee sure to accost a reporter (or the bookkeeper for that matter) and complain about the other reporter's story.
• Be sure to accostthe reporter really responsible, preferably several weeks
after the story has been printed, while he's dancing with his girlfriend
at a local nightclub,
When dealing with the editorial page:
• Be sure to write patronizing letters about stories in which you did not
appear and then refuse to let them be printed.
• Be sure to call the office and ask who authorized the editorial staff to
write an editorial.
When you have something that you think is newsworthy that you want
us to know about:
.
• Be sure to call two days before the paper comes out and announce that
you have a story that you a) need in the paper, b) want in the paper, or
(best of all) c) will have in the paper.
• Be sure that, when the story you wanted in the paper didn't appear, you
call the office and say, "Where is that story I told you to print?" (This,
incidentally, is the editor's personal favorite.)
A note for office managers:
• Be sure to hire a hostile secretary who will decide what is and is not
newsworthy. You can save the editorial staff so much time if you simply
hire someone to make that decision for them.
Now, remember, any or all of these are guaranteed to be effective (or your
money back). We know because they've been effective for us for years now.
Consider this just another community service from your friendly newspaper
staff.
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THE CROSSWORD
HARTBEAT

by Paul Hart

DID YOU HEAR A SCREAM?

PUNTQONS

by Dawn Davis

by Bradford

Veley

ACROSS

_ "Get a load of this! Now they want us
to paint angels and stutT... andon the ceiling,
no less! None of this was in our original
contract!"

1 Tally
6 The underworld
11 Schoolbook
12 Land
14 Either
15 Word puzzle
17 Negative pretlx
18 Brim
20 ~tage whisper
21 Native metal
22 Merit
24 Compass 'point
25 Simians
"26 Salling vessels
28 Negligent
30 Cry of dove
31 Beverage
32 Takes from
35 Raged .
38 Flower
39 Hasten
41 Rip
42 Possessive
pronoun

43 City In Florida
45 Music: as
wrillen
46 Symbol for
tantalum
47 Occurs
49 Isle of Man:
abbr.
50 Band of color
52 Citrus fruit: pl.
54 Mollifies
55 Pricked
painfully

POWN
1 Continued story
2 Symbol for
calcium
3 Room In harem
4 Rookflsh
5 Expunges
6 More diffiCUlt
7 Wings
BObscure

9 For example:
48 Dallas
abbr.
university:
_
10 English counties
In It. .
11 Parts In pll!}'
51 Sun god
13 Lock of hair
53 Running
16 Alcoholic
beverage
19 Series of
actions
21 Narcotics
23 Loop
Due
to
a
25. Catkin
27 Vessel
thorough
29 Greek letter
cleaning
of
32 Court orders
the
layout
33 Spin
room,
the
34 Forms
35 Repulses
answer to last
36 Dining
week's puzzle
37 Apothecary's
was lost. We
weight: pI.
apologize.
400emon
43 Strip of clot h
44Dlilseed
47 Towel
Inscription
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HELP WANTED

EXCITING
BOSTON-Sports,
Nightlife, Theater, Entertainment I
Live for one year in the Boston area
with a carefully screened family as a
live-in nanny. Good salary, vacation.
Nanny Network. Call (617)794-2035
or write One on One, 10 Berkeley
. Lane, Andover, Mass. 01810:

\'-.

EARN $480 WEEKLY-$60 per
hundred
envelopes
stuffed.
Guaranteed. Homeworkers needed
for company. project stuffing
envelopes and assembling materials.
Send stamped self addressed
envelope to JBK Mail Company, P.O.
Box 25-33, Castaic, Calif. 91310.

$10-$500 WEEKLY/UP mailing circularsl Rush self addressed stamped
envelope: A·l, .11020 Ventura, Suite
268 Dept. E5, Studio City, Calif.
91604.

GOVERNMENT JOBS $i6,04059,230/yr. Now hiring. Call (805)
687~6000, Ext. R-7849 for current
federal list.

NEED SOMEONE rooo light
housekeeping and run errands. Will
pay $6.00 an hour. For details caH
385-0485..

FEDERAL, STATE AND CIVIL
Service jobs now available in your
area. For info. call (805) 644-9533
Dept «: 132.

CRUISE SHIP JOBS. Domestic and
overseas. Now hiring kitchen help,
deck hands.. maids, gift shop sales..
summer and career opportunities.
Call (206) 736-2972, Ext. E093.

FOR SALE

XT TURBO,.-$795
Computer
Specialties, 2428 Overland Road,
Boise, Idaho. 385-0815.

.FOR R~NT
1 BEDROOM, NEWER, near BSU.
$245. Call 384-9393, 344-5677APM.
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT.
$125 per month. 344-5305.

RESERVED PARKING PERMIT
for sale. SUB lot. $25. Call Bobbie,
322-4148.

EXCELLENT INCOME for part- 1979CHEVY CAMARO. Great contime home assembly work. For info. dition. Low miles. Cheap. Call
call (312) 741-8400, Ext. 1429.
. Maryann: 385-3907, 327-0125.

MISCELLANEOUS
ASTROWGY &. NUMEROWGY
Readings.
$40.00. A unique
gift ... to yourself •.. to another.
Call: Bobbie Riggs-Priest (208).
322-4148.

Parking----------------Cont. from page 1.
was being run," Adams said.
Hetherington disagreed slightly. "I
don't think a condition of positions
mandates some sort of confusion; it
might just be the personnel involved. They might not have communicated as well as they could
have... I think it all depends on how
those people act. If they act in a kind
of a reputable manner, I don't think
that anybody thinks twice about it.
But once they cross that line, then it's
(a different matter)," Hetherington
said.
Hetherington said he believes lack
of a concrete policy was most responsible for the recent misunderstanding.
"I don't think there were any concrete

policies drafted out of it. It was
basically handed over to RHA and
it was justrun through this office,"
he said.
"And I think that the whole problem stems from that. If we are going
to be financially responsible, ASBSU
needs to establish policies, and so
we've been meeting with people trying to accomplish that," Hetherington said:
Those policies were announced
late last week. "We decided that the
RD's would be in charge of it mainly, and that we would work through
the hall governments to provide a
parking
supervisor
for each
hall. .. and then that personwould

get paid by thehour to administer the
program," Adams said.
"They'd be a working supervisor,
more or less.They'd also be out there
working, maybe not every time, but
they'd be out there working, too.
We'd· (RD's) sign off on the time
cards and that kind of thing and take
them over to ASBSU (who would)
pay them out of ASBSU funds," she
said..
"Whatever problems there arc,
hopefully we'll have some solutions
within the next .coupk veeks ... so
that the needs of siudents and
patrons can be met," Dr. Richard
McKinnon, director of Student
Residential Life, said.

1603'12 University Drive
(Across from the SUB)

PAMELA WILLIAMS Presents

PASSION

FOR

FASHION

SPRING & SUMMER '87

Speeral Guest: NATALIE COLE
. FEBRUARY 22, 6:00 P.M.
RED LION - RIVERSIDE
ADMISSION:

$2500
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BURNING THE MIDNIGHT OIL?

. I

NDt~·
DOMINO'S'

PIZZA.

THANK HUVENS
KINKO'SISOPEN·
SUNDAYS

DELIVERS™

FREE.

·aEl

m.~

\t Kinkll·s. wr offer complete Cllpyill~ services seven davsa
week. .\I~d our staff has a frirlldly~ prnfrssillnal auitude
vou wnnt find unywherc rlsl'. Try li.inkll's. \It' could Ill' Ihr
JnSlll'r III vour prayws.

Resumes
Term-Papers
Thesis
Class Projects
Dissertation
News Letters
Coming Soon
Klnko's New 'Mac Center'
Featuring: .
seu-serv Macintosh cornputers and laser printer

kinko·s

e

()pen early.

Open late. OPen weetendS.

615 S. Capitol Blvd. 342-7995

.
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Before you burn out on .
studying, pick up the
phone and call Domino's.
Pizza. In just30 minutes
we'lI deliver hot, delicious
pizza right to your door.
No problem!
Our drivers carry less
than $20.00.
Limited deliver~ area.
e> 1984 Domino's Pizza. Inc.

1013 Vista
343-5995
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Only $1~:50 for a twoItem, 16 ; pizza and •
four servmqs of Coke')
One coupon per pizza.
Expires:
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Fast Free DellverYI
1013 Vista Ave.
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Only $8.75 for a two- II
item,12" pizza and
two servings of Coke' •
One coupon per pizza.•
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F-astFree DeliverY,1
. lCJ13 Vista Ave ..
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